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Company: Matchtech

Location: Bristol

Category: business-and-financial-operations

Job summary

Title: Quality Surveyor 

Contract: 6 months+ 

Inside IR35 

Location: Based in Bristol or Exeter

Key skills required for this role

Quantity Surveyor, Highways, Bristol/Exeter

Important

Quantity Surveyor, Contract, Highways, Bristol or Exeter

Job description

Our client, a leading company in the Highway sector, is currently seeking a skilled Quantity

Surveyor to join their team. As a Quantity Surveyor, you will play a crucial role in cost

planning and estimation across the lifecycle of various projects. You will be responsible for

producing estimates and budget reviews, collecting data, and analyzing the needs of clients and

stakeholders. Additionally, you will produce analysis and benchmarking reports to promote

value for money and identify cost drivers. 

To be successful in this role, you should have a Quantity Surveying background with post-

contract and commercial experience in NEC4 and Highways. Experience with common forms

of UK Construction contracts such as NEC, FIDIC, and JCT is desirable. Furthermore, you

should have good communication and collaboration skills along with strong analytical and
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problem-solving capabilities. 

Your main responsibilities will include:

Cost planning and estimation across projects

Producing estimates and budget reviews

Collecting data and analyzing client and stakeholder needs

Producing analysis and benchmarking reports

Ensuring accuracy and up-to-date data

Championing innovation within the organization and on the client-side

Supporting/leading tool development for unit cost analysis

Liaising with cross-functional teams for continuous improvement

Share

manages this role

Matchtech is a STEM Recruitment Specialist, with over 35 years’ experience
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